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Hey being born in this world what is it that you 
live for?
Soonif fate is accepted what kind of tomorrow would 
surely visit

(Groan of pain) the heart is torn; a wound without 
discrimination the pain leaves behind a deep scar
(Key word) the pain that was forgotten by you in time 
hides in the exit of the wandering heart
It cannot be forgotten

The tears that repeatedly fall; the TATTOO engraved 
by errors
Do the oath of living for tomorrow like always the 
TATTOO of silent love that is thoroughly engraved

(Blind hold) While pretending that it cannot be seen 
that kind of reality you single-handedly distorted 

tomorrow
(Glow up) Then, this kind of everyday passes by full of 
boredom, don’t you agree? You prepared yourself to 
take off the blindfold
(Glow up tomorrow)

There are no mistakes which are not permitted; the 
red TATTOO begins to throb
Silent love and TATTOO would surely make wet cheeks be 
able to smile tomorrow
Are you still hurting?

Everlasting this is your kindness and your hatred
Everlasting this pain fell asleep until that day

(Groan of pain) Everybody’s eyes were closed; the truth 
was plainly written on their faces
(Groan of pain) Those who ridicule someone else’s 
problems will suddenly feel like they wish for it
(Groan of pain) I don’t want to get hurt, I don’t want 
to get hurt; for everyone, oneself is important
(Groan of pain) Protect yourself

The tears that repeatedly fall; the TATTOO engraved 
by errors
Do the oath of living for tomorrow like always  for 
the silent love that is engraved

If the time comes should you lose your way I want to 
tell you these words
So that you will surely be able to laugh tomorrow so 
that you will always be able to laugh tomorrow

I don’t forget this pain all the time
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